Just above the Arctic Circle lays Jokkmokk.
A beautiful destination in Swedish Lapland to spend your vacation. The forest covered in snow,
the glassy lakes, the Midnight Sun during summer and the Northern Lights during winter are
just a few of wonderful opportunities to enjoy during your vacation.

8 Seasons of Jokkmokk

Facts;
To be booked 1 week in advance at least

An evening-show, perfect for groups
Season; at request

At hotel Jokkmokk (or another location if you wish) you will get to meet
Eva, a food creator or maybe better forager in Jokkmokk.
The word “a” food creator is not really at it´s place. In her own way she
is the food creator from Jokkmokk. Eva is, like many other people, living
in Jokkmokk.

Start program;
to determine during booking
Price: 490 SEK per person
Minimum 10 persons
More than 10 persons;
Price at request
Duration program; 1 ½ hours

This activity is an after-dinner show, or if you like a starter before dinner, presented in a poetic, informative and passionate way by culture
guide and food connoisseur Eva Gunnare. Experience the Lapland nature and culture through songs, pictures, stories and flavoursome taste
bites.
You will get to learn more about the 8 seasons – what they look like, how
they taste, what the locals do. With the herbs and berries picked and
cooked by Eva herself you will also learn more about the tastes and
health benefits from the wild nature.
Depending on your wishes and where this “experience” is held we
might have to charge an extra amount for renting a suitable location.
But off course we will give you prices in advance.
Also if you are more than 10 persons, we will let you know our offer
especially to you.

Incl.;
8 taste bites and small drinks
Location;
Depending on your wishes
Note;
Please make sure you are on time at the
meeting point
Food allergies;
please let us know if you have any food
allergies or if you are vegetarian
Booking through;
Jokkmokk Arctic Dream / 076-2433646
info@jokkmokkarcticdream.se
Payment;
Cash or card, cash is preferable

Highlights;
A taste of Lapland´s nature
Possibility to buy wild herb products
to take home

Jokkmokk Arctic Dream - Älvsbo 7- 96299 Jokkmokk

